
Finance and Investment Cell

The Finance and Investment Cell (FIC), is a student driven initiative towards acquiring and
sharing knowledge amongst the finance enthusiasts. It has been successful in proving it's worth
yet another year. The session '2019-20' has been bullish for the cell as we experienced an upward
sloping graph without any recessions on our way! This session began with rigorous rounds of
recruitment where the cell added 30 new members to its team and conducted an induction
meeting for the fresh recruits along with an ice breaking session.

In August 2019, the cell started with the concept of 'Fictionary' wherein we posted finance
related terms on our social media handles to spread financial literacy. On the 6th and 9th of
September 2019, team FIC visited the office of the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI) coordinated by faculty convener Dr. Sameer Lama and other faculties from the
Department of Commerce. Further, the FIC organized a seminar on the 18th of September
2019on the topic 'Role of SEBI in capital markets' in our college which was attended by
eminent personalities like Mr. Sharad Sharma, GM, SEBI, New Delhi and MsPrinkadeep ,
Manager , SEBI, New Delhi. The seminar was open to everyone, which ensured that the
knowledge imparted was even grasped by students of every stream and college.

On18th of October, we organised our flagship event 'Adhimulya', which consisted of 3
competitions - 'Chronicles of Corporates', the case study competition, 'Biz Quizzards', a
finance based quiz and 'Demonstabo', the research paper competition. The event was a huge
success and saw participation from the entire university. The commencement of the new
semester was kickstarted by an informative session conducted by FIC KMC in collaboration with
HDFC Mutual Funds on 13 January, 2020. An HDFC representative threw light on the
topic,'Mutual Funds: an apt investment option for millennials.' It was indeed a very illuminating
session!Finally, the most awaited time of the year had come as the flagship annual fest of FIC
KMC i.e.'MULYA'20, know thy worth' had released its dates!
MULYA , the brainchild of The Finance and Investment Cell, Kirori Mal College was
orchestrated on 3rd & 4th February, 2020 with profuse and extravagant competitions and
events.On the first day, Corporate Meet- a board meeting playdown with a crisis to solve and a
panel to satisfy was judged by Dr. Sameer Lama and Ms. Nidhi Sharma and witnessed whopping
response by students from different colleges and courses. Another event for the day was
Cryptomine- a trading and strategy based frolic involving crypto currencies and block chains
experienced pronounced footfall and became an engrossing activity for everyone who
participated. The treasure hunt Eye Spy made the students test their fishing expedition skills and
was a huge success. With various side events like whisper challenge and pictionary,the first day
ended with supreme gratification. The second day embarked with Stock Beast - a mock stock
competition in fully digital format. A horde of students from different colleges were enthralled
by the exposure and intricately designed challenges. Another event complementing the former
was Pitch Please - a competition of thinking, innovating, pitching and winning was judged by



Mr. AmanVerma and Ms. Sandhya and made students be creative and excruciatingly
extraordinary with their ideas.

MULYA’20 epitomized the ultimate array of interesting activities on a single platform. The two
day event moving from one to another showed the diversity and diligently organized proceedings.
The events left their everlasting and impeccable impact on the minds of everyone.On 7
February,2020 FIC KMC organized a visit to Bombay Stock Exchange for its members which
was coordinated by our faculty convener.It proved to be very beneficial and informative for all
those who attended it. Finance and Investment Cell, Kirori Mal College has not only conducted
various successful and enriching events, workshops and seminars throughout the year but has
also been posting a plethora of finance, economics and business related articles.These include
articles on NBFC crisis, tax collections,economic slowdown, telecom crisis, uber money, IRCTC
IPO and many more all categorised as 'FINSIGHTS'.In order to carry forward its goal of
improving financial literacy, FIC KMC has successfully collaborated with FINSHOTS, a startup
by IIM-A alumni. This collaboration has given birth to 'FIC KMC Weekly Newsletter.' All
these accords and achievements have one common connection between them i.e. the constant
and consistent efforts put in by its core team and the members. The Finance and Investment Cell,
Kirori Mal College will always continue to impart knowledge to its meritorious members and
would always strive harder to host mind boggling events for its inquisitive participants!
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